Year 5 and 6 Homework Grid
Wider World


Research a charity and the ways

Maths


in which it helps other people




Write a poem, rap or song to help

PE


a list of any equipment and record

you remember your times tables.

Observe and draw wildlife.



Calculate the area of your bedroom

Identify and label the wildlife you



Create the biggest 3D shape you

see

can out of things you can find in

Design a menu inspired by a

your home or outside (please ask

different culture or county

your parent’s permission).

Invent a new game or sport. Make
the rules/scoring system.



Measure and record your pulse
rate at rest, after one, two, five,
ten and twenty minutes exercise



Complete the fitter future monthly
challenge

Literacy
Arts




your choice. Choose how to

Design an item of clothing suitable

powerpoint presentation or written

coat
Create a drawing from a single
line, without lifting your pencil off

Citizenship


record your ideas, e.g. a video,

for a purpose. E.g. a waterproof


Create a report about a subject of

friends and family


report


the page.

Write a joke and share it with your
Bake a cake or some biscuits to
share with others

Keep a diary for 5 days from



Perform a random act of kindness

either your perspective or in role

for a friend or member of your

as the character from your

family.

favourite book.
Me
Topic


Choose three wishes. What are



Keep a healthy diary. Record what

Create a quiz for your current

they and why did you choose

you eat in a week and what

class topic. Record questions and

them?

physical activities you do.

answer.




Science



Make a model or drawing or
anything else creative to reflect
your current class topic.



Research the meaning and history



Predict what you think the world

of your family name

will be like in 100 years time.

Create a fact-file or collage about

Think about possible technology,

your personal hero

inventions and social habits.

